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Abstract 

We compute the complete Abelian group structure of the Brown-Peterson homology of 
SV, the classifying space for I/‘= (Z/p)“, the elementary Abelian p-group of rank n. 
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1. Introduction 

Let us fix a prime p and a positive integer n. Let I/= (Z/pY be the elementary 

Abelian p-group of rank n. Its classifying space is BV, the n-fold product of 

BB/p’s. In this paper, we establish the complete Abelian group structure of the 

Brown-Peterson homology of BV, BP, (BV). This builds on and strengthens the 

results of this paper’s predecessor [8]. 

Recall there is a BP-module homology theory BP(k) .+(I with coefficients 

BP(k), =:&1,..., ~~1. (BP(l) ,() is a summand of p-localized connective 

K-theory.) A corollary to our work is: 
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Theorem 1.1. Let V = (Z/p>” as above. There is an additive isomorphism 

BP*(BV+) =BP(n)*(BV+) @z<p,qp)[v,+l, %+2,-l. 

By additive isomorphism, we mean an isomorphism as Abelian groups @,,,- 
modules) not as BP,-modules. This theorem is in the spirit of and motivated by 
the work of Bahri, Bendersky, Davis and Gilkey [l] who show that 

BP,(BG+) =BP(l).(BG+) ~&,~[u~, ug,...] 

when G is a p-group with cyclic cohomology. 
We now turn to the main result of [8] which requires a review of notation. If X 

is a pointed space or a spectrum, let BP,(X) denote its reduced Brown-Peterson 
homology. The unreduced Brown-Peterson homology of a space X is BP,(X+). 
Let L, = BP, and for 0 <k, let L, be the free BP,-module on generators one in 
each degree 2i, 0 < i <pk. For BP, -modules M and N, let MN be M @B)Bp, N and 
Mk (or ~~pkhri> be the k-fold iterated BP, -tensor product M C+,p, 3 * . %p, M. Ma 
is taken to be BP,. 

Theorem 1.2 [8]. Let V= (Z/p)” as above. There is a BP.-module filtration of 
BP, (BV’) whose associated graded module is 

03 
O<k<n 

i,+i,+ ... +ik=n-k 

0 < i, 

. L@kBP*(BZ/p). 

To get this theorem to give us the additive structure 
three tasks. 

(I) We must show that the filtration splits additively. 
(II) In analogy with Theorem 1.1, we must show 

@“BP*(Bz/p) zT~,* ‘%&p~bk+~~ vk+l~~**l 

of BP,(BV+), we have 

(1) 
additively, where Tk,* is defined to be 

@kW@z/~) @BP, BP(k).. 

(III) We must compute the Abelian group structure of Tk,*. Our additive 
version of Theorem 1.2 is then: 

Theorem 1.3. Let V = (Z/p)” as above. There are the following additive isomor- 
phisms : 

(i) 

BP, (BV+) 

i,+i,+ ... +i,=n-k 

OGi, 
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(ii) 

Tk,j = (Z/p)“),’ @ (Z/p’)“‘.’ 63 . . . 

where 

dj,h =dj-2(pk-l),h-l, h > 1, 

ifj=2i-k, 

Tk,j = 0 ifj -k is odd. 

To paraphrase (ii), the Z-extensions presenting Tk, * are all nontrivial; Tk, * has the 
largest (and therefore fewest) possible summands. 

Theorem 1.3 complements, rather than replaces, Theorem 1.2. Of course, we 

really compute the additive structure of BP,( ABZ,,,) and use the fact that 

BV=BZ,,,x . . * X BZ,,, is stably a wedge sum of A~BZ(~)‘S. An important, but 

understated theme of [8] is that the bottom class of BP, ( A BBC,,)-related to the 

“toral class” in the bordism of BV-determines the major part of the structure of 

BP, ( A BZ/p). Our job is to show that this theme remains valid modulo p’, s > 0. 
Our proof comes from a close examination of the Brown-Peterson homology of 

the spectrum D(n) which Mitchell uses in his proof of the Conner-Floyd Conjec- 

ture [ill. 

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the effect of the Brown- 

Peterson [PI-series on the iterated tensor product @ BP,(BZ/p). Sections 3 and 

4 introduce the spectrum D(n) and important relations modulo pS in its Brown- 

Peterson homology. 

Section 5 is a retelling of [8] modulo pS. A classic fact is that a short exact 

sequence of finite Abelian p-groups splits if the sequence is exact mod pS for all s. 

The final Section 6 uses this fact to consolidate proofs for Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 

(see Theorem 6.10, Corollary 5.5 and Theorem 6.8, respectively.) 

An error in [Sl. The two first named authors wish to acknowledge an error in 

Section 6 of the predecessor paper [8]. The statements of the numbered lemmas, 

propositions, and theorem of the section are indeed correct, but the claim of the 

introductory paragraph of the section is false. The techniques of [8] do not lead to 

a new proof of the Conner-Floyd Conjecture. The problem arises in the misuse of 

the “Ravenel Trick” applied to diagram (6.8) to claim that “there are no differen- 

tials in the two spectral sequences in the indirect route.. . “. The present paper 

makes no use of Section 6 and thus is independent of this error. However, Section 

6 of [81 is still of use. We do know that the Conner-Floyd Conjecture has a positive 

solution. That known fact coupled with the computations of Lemmas 6.4, 6.5 and 

6.6 of [81 can be used to show the collapse of the Adams spectral sequence 

converging to BP*(B(Z/p)“). 
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2. Preliminaries on the [pl-series 

For the fixed prime p, we have the Brown-Peterson coefficient ring BP, = 

q,,b,, u2,. . . I where vk EBP2pk_2. We let ua =p. We have the prime ideals 

I, = (01, Z, = (p, ul,. . . , u,_~), and Z, = U ,,Zn = (p, ul, u2,. . .); these are invariant 

under BP-operations. The BP-formal group law gives the [PI-series: 

[p](x) = &z~x~+~, aj E BPzj. (2) 
09; 

Here aa =p, apap = u, modulo Z,, and aj E Z, for j <p” - 1. This series gives the 

relations in BP,(BL/p). Let us denote the standard generator in BP2i_l(BZ/p) 

by [i], 0 < i. (In [S], we call this generator zi.) 

Convention 2.1. [i] = 0 for i < 0. 

BP,(BZ/p) is generated by the [i] subject only to the relations: 

Caj[i -j] = 0 
a& 

[WI. 

(3) 

Definition 2.2. For the fixed prime p and positive integer n, T = c&,, BP, (BL/p). 

For integers i,, i,,. ..,i,, let [i,, i, ,..., i,] denote the n-fold tensor product 

[i,] 8 [i2] 8 . . . CSJ [i,] in T. With our Convention 2.1, this is zero if any ij < 0. The 

dimension of [i,, . . . , i,] is 2i, + . . . +2i, - n. This section’s main result is that, 

modulo certain terms, 

Air,..., i,]= fu,“[i,-s(p-l),...,i,-s(p”-p”-‘)I. 

The precise statement is given in Corollary 2.9. 

Order the (bracketed) n-tuples of positive integers lexicographically. So [I] = 

]i ,,...,i,l<[Jl=[j, ,..., j,] provided that i, = j,, s < t, and i, <j,. For the (brac- 

keted) n-tuple [.Z], define FJ to be the BP, -submodule generated by all [II with 

[II < [Jl. This lexicographic filtration is used in the proof of the following: 

2.3 [8,3.41. Every element w of T has a unique expression 

w = CC,J! “[ Z 1 
where v”=u>v~~] ... for L=(l,, Infl,.. , 1, Zj 2 0 (all but finitely many are 0). 

The [I] range over all n-tuples of positive integers. The coefficients c,,~ are 

limited to the set {O, 1,. . . , p - 1). 

Lemma 2.4. Suppose the generator [J] = [ jl, . . . , j,] in T has dimension 

2(j, + ... +jn)-n <n +2t(p”-pj) for O<j<n. Then ui[J]=O. 
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Proof. Consider the representation of uj[J] under 2.3: 

q J] = &&[ I]. (4) 

Since u,! E ZL, the only possible nonzero c~,~ are those with L having I, + I,,, 1 
+ . . . > t. For the right side of (4) to be nonzero, it must have dimension at least 

that of ~$1,. . . , 11: 2t(p” - 1) + n. By hypothesis, the dimension of the left side of 

(4) is less than n + 2t(p” -pi) + 2t(p’ - 1) = IZ + 2t(p” - 1). 0 

Definition 2.5. Let [Z]=[i,,...,i,]. For S&O, O<k<n, tZ-~Akl=[il,..., 

lk -s, lk+l,..., i,]. Let Z = (1, p, p2,. . . , pnP1). So 

[z+s(p-l)T] = [Z+s(p-l)(A,+pA,+ ... +P”-‘A,)] 

=[i,fs(p-1),i2+s(pZ-P),...,infS(P11-Pn-1)]. 

Lemma 2.6. Let aj E BP,,, be the [PI-series coefficients. Let [I] = [iI,. . . , i,] 
and 0 < k < n. Module terms of lexicographic filtration lower that of [i,, . . . , 

i, - (pk -pk-‘), 1,. . . ,ll, 

apkml_,[Z] = -a,k_,[Z- (p” -pk-‘)Ak]. 

proof. We induct on k. The initial k = 1 case follows the pattern of the inductive 
case. By (3) in the kth factor, apkml_l[Z] = -a,k_,[Z- (pk -Pk-‘)Akl + s, 

s=- c aj[Z- (j-t 1 -pk-‘)dk]. 
j#pkpl,pk-‘-1 

(5) 

We show that all the terms of the remaining sum (5) have the desired low 

filtration. 

Case 1: j > pk - 1 (when k = 1, this is the only case; aj = 0 for 0 <j <I, - 1). 
The term [I- (j + 1 -pkP1)Ak] is of lower filtration than [i,,. . . , i&l, 

i, -pk +pkP1, 1,. . . ,l]. 

Case 2: j < pk - 1 and j # m( pkP’ - 1) any m. For dimensional reasons. each 

summand of aj must have a factor apl_l for 1 <k - 1 (i.e., a, E Zkpl.) By induc- 
tion a r_,[Z - (j + 1 -pk-‘)Ak] is of filtration at most that of [I - (p’-p’-‘)A, 
+ (;kP1_ 1 -j)A,] and less than that of [il )...) i&l, ik -pk +pk-‘, l,..., 11. 
Thus aj[Z-(j+ 1 -p k-l)Ak] is of appropriately low filtration. 

Case 3: j =m(pk-’ - 1) <pk - 1, j #pk-’ - 1. Here 1 <m <p; SO j + 1 = 

mp k-1 - m + 1 must have a p’, 1 < k - 1, in its p-adic expansion. By [5], aj E Z1+l 

G Z,_ 1. The proof continues exactly as in Case 2. Cl 

Corollary 2.7. Let [II = [iI,. ., i,] and recall Definition 2.5. Modulo terms of 
filtration less than that of [I - dp - I)rl, 

p”[Z]=(-l)“S(a,n_,)s[Z-s(p-l)T]. 
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Proof. A first induction on k, 1 =G k < II, proves that 

ps[Z]- ( -l)kS(ap~_l)SIZ-~(p- l)A,- *a* -~(p~--p~-~)A~] 

modulo terms of filtration less than that of [I - s(p - lITI. This is proved by a 
second induction on 1, 1 < 1 G s, that: 

p”[Z]=(-1) ~+(k-l)s(ap~_I)l(apc-l_l)s-i[il -s(I) - l),..., 

lk_, -.s(pk-i-pk-2), i,-f(pk-pk-i), ik+i,...] (6) 

modulo terms of filtration less than that of [I - s(p - 1)Zl. We apply Lemma 2.6 

to the right side of (6) to get 

pS[Z]=(-1) l+l+(k-l)j(ap*_l)l+l(ap’_,_l)S-i-l 

+,-s(p-l),...,i,_,-s(pk-i-Z7-2), 

ik-(l+l)(pk--pk-l), i,,,,...] 

+(-I> i+(k-l)s(ap*_l)l(ap*-l_l)S-I-lX (7) 

where x is of filtration less than that of 

[iI -s(p- 1) ,..., i,_, -S(pk-’ -pke2), i,-- (1+ l)(pk-pkpl), l,..., 11. 

If 1 <s - 1, (u~~-~_~)-‘-~x has lexicographic filtration less than that of 

[ii -s(p - 1) ,..., i,_, -s(pkel -pkP2), l,..., l] 

thus less than that of [I - s(p - l)r]. This is by Lemma 2.6. If I = s - 1, the 

filtration of x is less than that of 

[iI, -s(p-1) )...) ik-s(pk-pkpl), l,...,l], 

less than that of [I - s(p - l)r]. In either case, the remainder in (7) has the 

desired low filtration. 0 

In the iterated tensor product T, [l,. . . , l] is the class of lowest filtration, i.e., 

the bottom class. An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.6 is the classical result 

of Conner and Floyd: 

Corollary 2.8 [3]. For 0 <j < n, aP,_ 111,. . . , 11~ uj[ly. . .y 11 = 0. 

The Conner-Floyd Conjecture proved by Ravenel and Wilson [13l and by 

Mitchell [ll] states that the BP*-annihilator ideal of [l, . . . , l] (or of its image in 

BP,(Z?V+), I/= (Z/p)“) is exactly Z, = (p, ul,. . . , u,_~). 
Since [l, . . . , l] is of lowest filtration. Corollary 2.7 has the following useful form. 
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Corollary 2.9. In T, 

(-l)%;[l,..., l]=(-l)ns(up”-l)S[l,...,l] 

=pS[l+s(p-l),...,l-ts(p”-_pn-l)] 

=p”[J+s(p- l)T] 

where [J] = [l,. . . , 11. 

3. The spectrum D(n) 

We follow the lead of Mitchell in deducing qualitative information about 

BP, (BV+) from the Brown-Peterson homology of a certain spectrum D(n). Some 

important properties of D(n) are: the Adams spectral sequence converging to 

BP,(D(n)) collapses; the BP, -projective dimension of BP,(D(n)) is n; and 

BP,(D(n)) is the BP, -homomorphic image of the n-fold tensor product T. 

Let Spq(So) be the q-fold symmetric product of the sphere spectrum So. The 

iterated diagonal gives a map 

SJF1( SO) + SpP”( SO) 

whose cofibre is our spectrum D(n). 

Warning. Here we are following the notation of [12]. In [ll], this spectrum has the 

name “M(n)” which [12] uses for a related but different spectrum. 

The canonical complex line bundle A has a K-theoretic negative -h, a virtual 

bundle. Let LY2 be the Thorn spectrum of -A over BZ/p. Let homology be with 

Z/p-coefficients. Let x E H’B(Z/p) and y l ff~(BZ/p) be the usual exterior and 

polynomial generators. (If p = 2, x2 = y.) Let y-l E W2(L”_,) denote the Thorn 

class of -h. Let xeys EH~+~~(L~,> be the image of xeys+’ EH~+~~+~(BZ/~) 
under the Thorn isomorphism, e = 0 or 1, s > - 1. Then a basis for H*( L”_,) is 

given by {xeys: e = 0, 1, s 2 - 1). 

The action of the Steenrod reduced powers is given by: 

pj(ys) = 3 ys+j(rl), 0 
pj(vs) = ; xys+Kp-l) 0 

[I2, p. 2891. Note that (i’) = (- 1)’ and that (-l+ko-l)) = 0 for j 2 k(p - 1). 

3.1. We say that a sequence of nonnegative integers J = ( jl, j,, . . . , j,) is admissi- 

ble if js+l >pjs. (Note that the order of the indices in the n-tuple J is opposite the 

order usually used when writing an admissible monomial.) We say that J is of 
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length k if jr = 0 ,.._, jn_k = 0, jn_k+l f 0. Let PJ= Pjn ... PizPil. If J= 

(jI, j2,. . . , j,) is of length k < n, PJ = Pjn . . . Pin-k+1 = PJ’ where J’ = 

(jn-k+l,. . . , j,). If the length J is greater than 1, PJ(~y-‘> = 0. If J = (j) (of 

length 1 or O), 

Let E=E[Q,, Q,,... ] be the exterior subalgebra of 

algebra A; E is generated by the dimension (2~’ - 1) 

H*(D(n)) has a fundamental class u, E H’(D(n)>. 

the mod p Steenrod 

Milnor elements Q,. 

3.2. Over E[Q,,. . ., Q,_,], H*(D(n)) is free with basis {PJu,: J admissible of 

length =G n) [ll, (1.2)]. For example H*(D(l)) has a Z/p-basis IQGP’u,: e = 0 or 1, 

i > O}. Mitchell and Priddy [12] construct a map of spectra f : ZL”_, + D(1) such 

that f*(u,> = _Zxy- ‘. In nonnegative dimensions, f* is an isomorphism (only 

Zy-’ EH-‘GL:~) f ‘1 t b at s o e in the image of f*). There is a multiplication m: 

AND +D(n> which induces in cohomology m*(u,> = @” ul E @‘H*(D(l)) z 

H*( r\“D( 1)). Here and throughout this section, unadorned tensor products are 

over Z/p. Mitchell’s proof of the Conner-Floyd Conjecture [ll] uses the composi- 

tion (9) whose initial map is the Thorn isomorphism associated to the n-fold 

product of -A over BV = &Z/p)“. 

BP*(BV’) %W?P*( /vLY2) =%Y?P*( A”D(1)) 

aX”BP,(D(n)). (9) 

This has a mod p cohomology analog: 

F’: Z”H*( D( n)) m* S”H”( A”D( 1)) 

=.5X%*( A”LY2) =H*(BV+). (10) 

In @_Z*H*(L”_,) 2 ,Z2,H*( A”L:~) (respectively in @“H*(BZ/p) z 

H*( A “BZ/p)) call a monomial 6, @ b, @ . . . Q b, of length k if exactly k many 

bi are of dimension greater than 1. We shall be interested in bi = JZ*xy’, s 2 - 1 

(respectively, 6, =xyys, s > 0). In these cases, b, @b, 8 . . . @b,, will be of length k 
if exactly n - k many 6, are X’.q- ’ (respectively x). The monomial 6; 8 b; 

@ . . . @ bl, is of higher lexicographic order than the monomial 6, @ b, @ . . . ~3 b, 
provided that the dimensions of bi and b, agree for i < k and that the dimension 

of bi exceeds that of b,. 

Lemma 3.3. Let J = (jl,. . . , j,) be an admissible sequence of length k. 

PJ( &z*xy-‘) 

,s2xy-1 B . . . B~2xy-l ~~2xy-l+j,(p-l) 8 . . . ~~2xy-l+jk(P-l)+ w 

n-k 

where w is a linear combination of monomials of higher order. 
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Proof. 3.1 and the Cartan Formula. 0 

Corollary 3.4. Let J = ( jI, . . . , j,) be an admissible sequence of length k. Let F’ be as 
in (10). Then 

where w is a linear combination of monomials of higher lexicographic order. 

Consider diagram (11). 

T = $p, BP, ( B~/P) K BP,(BV+) F-‘FBP*(D(n)) 

I 
P 

I 

(11) 
P 

H* (Bv+) S_ZnH*(D(n)) 

Recall the notation for generators in T (of Section 2). p&l,. . . ,I, 1 +j,(P - 0, 

. . . ,l + j,(p - 01) is dual to 

x B . . . x g,xyjl(p~1)~ . . . Bwjk(p-l). 

Definition 3.5. Let J = ( jI, . . . , j,) be an admissible sequence of length < n. Define 

(J) E BP,(D(n)) to be 

(J)=Z-nF~([l+jl(p-l),...,l+j,(p-l)]). 

Note (J) has dimension 2( j, + . . . +jn)(p - 1). 

Proposition 3.6. Let 

K=(O ,..., 0, k, ,..., kt) 
v 

n-1 

be an admissible sequence of length 1, k, # 0. Let 

[zl] = [+.,_ 1, l+k,(p-l),..., 1 + k,(p - 1)] 

n-l 

be the generator of Tsuch that (K) =Z-nF~([I?]). Let [M]=[m,,...,m,] be a 
generator of T of lexicographic order less than or equal to that of [iI. Under the 
duality 

JJ*(D(n)) @H*(D(n)) L~/P, 

(PKU,, &“FK([M])) = 
1 if [M] = [K], 

0 if [M] f [Z?]. 
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Proof. Unless [Ml is 0, [Ml must be of the form 

[- - X 
1 )...) 1,1+i, )...) l+i, ) 1 i,<k,(p-1). 

n-l 

Then plc([M]) is dual to 

x8 ... @xXx$‘@ ... BXy’r. 

n-l 

By Corollary 3.4 and (111, 

(PKU,, &-“FK([M])) 

= ( PK2bn, @K([M])) = (F’(pKx”u,), W([M])) 

=(X8 . . . @X@qXyk’(p-l)@ . . . @,‘k’(p-l), &[M])) 

+ (W, W([M])) 

where w is a linear combination of monomials of higher lexicographic order. The 

monomials in w give zero contribution. The only term which can give a nonzero 

contribution is 

x@ ... @X@q kb-1) 8 . . . Bvk/(p-l) 

n-l 

itself. SO ( pKZnun, ~FK([M])) is nonzero if and only if i, = k,(p - 1) for a = 

1 ,...,l. 0 

4. On BP, (D(n)) 

We continue our study of the spectrum D(n), but now our attention turns to its 

Brown-Peterson homology. We start with Adams spectral sequence calculations 

following Mitchell [ll]. Then we show how Corollary 2.7 begets an important 

relation in BP(n) *(D(n)>. For this we need a modulo ps version of the 

key theorem of our paper [8]: modulo ps, u;-’ times the bottom class of 

BP( n + 1) *(D(n)) is v,+,-torsion free. 

We assume p a prime and IZ a positive integer remain fixed. Let m > n - 1. 

Recall the spectrum BP(m) has homotopy BP(m) * g Zcp)[vl,. . . , urnI and has 

mod p cohomology H*(BP( m)) G A/A(Q,, . . . , Q,). Let us abuse the notation of 

Definition 3.5 slightly and let (J) E BP(m) *(D(n)) be the image of its homonym 

in BP,(D(n)). Here J = (jt, . . . , j,) is an admissible sequence of length G n. We 

also abuse notation and let p: BP(m) .(D(n)> -+ H,(D(n)) be the Thorn homo- 

morphism for whichever m is under study. Let E = E[Q,, Ql,. . .I. Think of 

p((J)) as an element of Exty(H*(D(n)), Z/p) dual to PJu,. Recall 
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Ext*,‘*(Z/p, Z/p) E Z/p[vO, vl,. . .I, ui E Exti2p’-11(Z/p, Z/p>. For m > n - 1, we 

have Adams spectral sequences: 

Ext,(H*(BP(m) AD(n)); Z/P> ‘ExtEre,,...,e,l(H*(D(n)), Z/P> 

dBP(m).(D(n)). (12) 

Recall (3.2) that H*(D(n)) is EL&,. . . , Q,_,l-free on the PJu,, J admissible of 

length G n. So we have 4.1 and 4.2. 

4.1. Ext E,e,,...,e”_,l(H*(D(n)), z/ p is a free Z/p-vector space on the p((J)), J ) 
admissible of length < IZ. 

4.2. For m > n, Ext EtQo ,,.., &H*(D(n)>, Z/P> is a free Z/P[U~,. . . , u,l-module 
on the p((J)), J admissible of length <LT. Since the &-terms of the Adams 

spectral sequences (12) for m = n - 1 and m > n are concentrated in even degrees, 

they collapse yielding Propositions 4.3 and 4.5. 

Proposition 4.3. BP(n - 1) *(D(n)) can be identified with the Z/p-vector subspace 
of H, (D(n)) with basis p(( J)>, J admissible of length G n. The Z/p-dimension of 
BP(n - l)j(D(n)> is ej where 

zjejxi = (1 _n2(~-1))p1 . . . (1 _x2W-1))e1. 
(13) 

Proof. All follows from the collapsed Adams spectral sequence and the computa- 

tion 4.1 except the computation of the Poincare series (13). For that, we note the 

monomial (x2p-2)i1 . . . ( x 2(p”- ‘)jin corresponds with the admissible sequence 

(i,, i,_, +pi,,...,i,+pi,+ ... +p”-li,) 

of length G n. IJ 

Corollary 4.4. The BP,-projective dimension of BP,(D(n)) is n. For m > n, 
V n,. . . , v, act injectively on BP(m) *(D(n)) [ll]. 

Proof. We apply [61. Since v, _i annihilates the bottom class of BP, (D(n)), 
the BP,-projective dimension of BP,(D(n)) is at least n. It is exactly n, 
for the collapsed Adams spectral sequences imply BP(n) .+ (D(n)) maps onto 

BP(n - 1) *(D(n)>. 0 

Proposition 4.5. For m > n, any element of BP(m) *(D(n)) has a unique represen- 
tation as a sum 

w = Cc&(J) (14) 
L,J 

where vL = v,$ . . . v,(y, L = (l,,, 1 1 J=(j,,..., ...> m 3 j,) is an admissible sequence of 
length <n, and 0 G cL,J <p. 
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Proof. The unique representations (14) correspond exactly with the elements of the 
Adams &-term computed in 4.2. 0 

Recall from Definition 2.5 that sf = (s, sp,. . . ,spnpl). For s > 0, ST is an 
admissible sequence of length ~1. If J = (ji, . . . , j,) is an admissible sequence with 
j,>s,notethat J-sI’=(j,-s,...,j,-sp”-‘1 is also an admissible sequence (of 
length G n). By Definition 3.5, we have: 

4.6. Let J = (ji,. . . , jn) be an admissible sequence with j, z s. Let [_?I = 
[I +j,(p - 11,. . . , 1 + jJp - 111. Then 

(J-sr) = (j, -s,..., j, -sp*-’ ) =F%c([J-s(p- l)T]). 

Proposition 4.7. Let J = (j i, . . . , j,> be an admissible sequence of length G n. Let 
s >j,. Then p”(J) = 0 in BP,(D(n)) (or in BP(m) *(D(n))). 

Proof. Let [ fl = [l + j,(p - 11,. . . , 1 + j,J p - 111 so that ( J ) = 2 -nF~([ I]> by Defi- 
nition 3.5. Since s > ji, [J - s(p - llr] has nonpositive first term and so is zero. 
The same is true for terms of lower filtration than [I- s(p - l)Pl. Corollary 2.7 
tells us pSIJl = 0. 0 

Proposition 4.8. Let J = (jI, . . _ , j,,) be an admissible sequence with jI > s. Then in 

BP(n) .(Nn)>, 

p’(J) = ( -l)“S~,S(J-sP) + ula (15) 

where a E BP(n) ,(D(n>> satisfies 

(PKu,, p(a)) =o (16) 

for any admissible sequence K of lexicographic order at least that of .I - ST. 

Proof. Let [.il = [l + j,(p - 11,. . . , 1 + jn(p - l)] so that (J) = Z-nF~([6]>. Think 
of (J) E BP(n).(D(n)) and [.fl E T ~3~~~ BP(n).. Note that pS(J) E 
12BP(n) ,(D(n>> = (u,“)BP(n) *(D(n)) by Proposition 4.5. By Corollary 2.7, 

pS(J) =YSc(pS[J]) 

= (-l)““(a,,_,)‘(J-sT) +~c,u,“+‘Z:-~FK([M]). 
M 

(17) 

In (171, the value of t 2 0 is such that (J) and u,S+‘Z-~[M] have the same 
dimension. The terms [Ml = [m,, . . . , m,] of T %r, BP(n) .+ have filtration less 
than that of [y-s(p - WI. If K = (k 1,. . . , k,) is an admissible sequence of 
lexicographic order at least that of J-ST, then the lexicographic order of [Ml is 
strictly less than that of [l + k,(p - l), . . . , 1 + k,(p - 111. By Proposition 3.6, 
(PKU,, pZ-nF~([M])) = 0. Let a = E.,c,u~~‘~FK([M]) to establish our propo- 
sition. q 
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(Note that P’FK([A~]) in the above may not be of the form (L) for some 

admissible sequence. That is (cm, - l)/(p - l), . . . ,(m, - l)/(p - 1)) may not be 

a sequence of integers, much less an admissible sequence.) 

Theorem 4.9. Consider the formal sum (18) in BP(n + 1) *(D(n)>, 

w = c c.,b,J%X+sJ), (18) 
a,b,J 

satisfying 
(i) 0 G a <s, 

(ii> 0 G ‘a,b,J <p. 

Then w is zero mod&o ps only if each coefficient is zero. In particular, 
v~-~v~+~(O,. . . ,O) f 0 mod ps for all b. n 

Proof. Suppose that w =p’z, z E BP(n + 1) *(D(n)). Then 

wECBP(n + I),(D(n)) = (u,, v,+I)SBP(n + I),(D(n)) 

by Corollary 4.4. Thus all b are greater than 0 in (18). Consider the exact sequence 

BP(n + l),(D(n)) %BP(n + l>,(D(n)) LBP(n),(D(n)). 

We have two cases: p’(z) is zero or not. 

Case 1: p’(z) f 0. By Proposition 4.5 we can write 

z = Cd&(I) + v,+~x (19) 
I 

where x E BP(n + 1) *(D(n)), the dimension of v:(Z) is that of z, 0 <d, <p, and 

the sequences Z = (i,, . . . , i,) are admissible. By 4.6, p’(I) = 0 if the i, G s. So we 
may assume that all the admissible sequences I of (19) have lexicographic order at 

least that of ST = (s, sp,. . . , sp”-‘1. 
We apply p’ to the equation w =p’z. Since all the b are greater than 0 in (181, 

p’(w) = 0. Obviously p’(p’v,+ 1x) = 0. So (19) gives us: 

0 = zd,v;p’( I) 

in BP(n) ,(D(n>>. Among those I with d, # 0 in (201, let H be the admissible 

sequence having the highest lexicographic order. Then (20) becomes 

O=d,v;+“(H-sT) +vAfSy (21) 

where y satisfies 

(PkU,, P(Y)> =O (22) 

for any admissible sequence K of lexicographic order H-ST or higher. This 

contradicts the unique representation of zero given in Proposition 4.5. 

Case 2: p’(z) = 0. In low dimensions, p’ is an isomorphism: so w =psz = 0. In 

higher dimensions, if p’(z) = 0, z = v,+ 1 x for some x E BP(n) *(D(n)> .+. Multi- 
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plication by U, + 1 is injective in BP(n + 1) *(D(n)> (Corollary 4.4), so we have by 

(18), 

c c,,,y,av,b;:(J) =P’x. (23) 
a,b,J 

By an induction on dimensions, this implies the coefficients c,,~,~ are all zero. 0 

Corollary 4.10. Each element of Z/p’ @ BP(n + 1) *(D(n)> has a unique expression 
(18). Multiplication by v,+, in BP( n + 1) * (D(n)) is injective modulo pS. 

Proof. We need a counting argument to show that the expressions (18) account for 
all the elements of Z/p’ ~3 BP(n + 1) *(D(n)>. This is easy for s = 1. Then one 
uses an induction using the exact sequence induced by 

0 + n/p + n/ps+’ + n/ps + 0. 

Obviously, v, + 1 multiplication will not send w in (18) to zero. q 

5. BP, (IS’+) modulo pS 

Recall BV= B(Z/pIn and T = @$r, BP,(BH/p) are related by the Kiinneth 
map K: T + BP,(BV+). In [S], we show K is injective and use this fact to construct 
a BP, -filtration of BP, (BV+). This section employs our knowledge of BP, (D(n)) 
to show that the filtration of [8] splits additively. A key step is to show K : 

T + BP,(BV+) remains manic when reduced modulo pS, s > 0. 
We use the accumulated notation of the previous sections. Recall that the 

BP, -generators of T are given by [Z] = [ jI, . . . , j,] of dimension 2 j, + . * * + 2 j, - 
n. The bottom class of T is [l, . . . , l] of dimension n. 

Theorem 5.1. Let V = (Z/p)” and let s > 0 be a fiked integer. Let y = 1 E Z/p’. 
Then : 

(a) The BP,-annihilator ideal of y @ ~([l, . . . , 11) in Z/p’ 8 BP(BV+) is 

(P, u 1,. ..,V,_l, $1. 

(b) In the sense of Definition 2.17 of [8], 1 8 K(T) has a Landweber presentation 
which is free over BP, /Z,, + 1 on the classes represented by 

v”-~~@K([J]), O<iGs,[J]=[j, ,..., n , n j 1 0 <i,- 
(c) Each element w of 1 B K(T) has a unique representation (24) 

W = c Ci,J,LVLV;-iy @ K( [ J]) (24) 
i,J,L 

where: 

(9 u LCvtl t2 n++J,+2 . . . . L = (I,, 1, ,... 1; 
(ii) [Jl = [j 1,. . . , j,l, 0 G,; 

(iii) 0 Q ci,J,L ‘I?. 
The obvious analogs (without K’S) for these statements also hold for Z/p’ 63 T. 
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Proof. By Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8, (p, ui, . . . , u, _ 1, u,S> annihilates y @ [l, . . . , l] in 

Z/p’@ T. By Theorem 4.9, v,S-‘uA+,y @E”FK([~,. .., 11) is nonzero in Z/p’@ 
BP(n + 1) *(D(n)>; hence u~-‘a~+,y @ ~([l,. . . ,111 is nonzero in z/p” 8 
BP,(BV+). Since y @ ~([l,. . . ,111 is a primitive element in a BP, BP-comodule, 

the techniques of Lemma 1.9 of [7] show that the annihilator ideal of y @I 

&[I,. . . , 11) is exactly (p, vI,. . . , u,_~, 0,“). 

Order the elements u,“-~ y@~([Jl), O<i<s, [Jl=[j,,...,j,l, by lexicographi- 

tally ordering the (1 + n)-tuples (i, jI,. . . , j,> of positive integers. Define F, J c 

Z/p’ 8 K(T) to be the BP, -submodule spanned by all the u,S-~~ @ K([ K]) of lower 

or equal order than that of u~-~Y @ K([JI). Let E, = E,@/pS @ T) be the graded 

BP, -module associated to the filtration (Pi,,]. If 1 < i, u,-multiplication lowers the 

filtration of u,“-~ y@K([J]). If i= 1, u,u,“-‘y~K([J])=y~‘U,SK([J])=pSy~K([J+ 

ST]) + ZIy 8 c~K([Z]), where the c, E BP,, and [I] has lower lexicographic order 

than [Z]. The element [.Z + ST] has higher lexicographic order, but p”y = 0 
(Corollary 2.7). By Lemma 2.6 multiplication by u,, 0 G a < n, lowers lexicographic 

order. Thus multiplication by elements of Z,+i = (p, . . . , uJ is filtration lowering: 

E, is a BP, /I,+,-module. 

The proof of BP, /I,,+ 1- freeness in (b) and the proof of cc> is exactly as in the 

proof of Corollary 3.3 of [Xl. 0 

Remark. Our first approach to Theorem 5.1 used the computations of [14] for a 

p = 2 proof. 

Corollary 5.2. Let T= @&, BP,(BZ/p) and let T(m) = Tc~~,,,~ BP(m) * = 
T C&, i&,)[vl,. . . , u,,,]. Then: 

(a> T(n - 1) is a n/p-vector space as a BP, -module. The Z/p-dimension of 
T(n - 1) in degree 2i -n is (L:ll). 

(b) Module p, v, = 0 on T(n). 
Cc> Multiplication by v, is injective on T( n ). 
(d) For m > n, v,-multiplication on T(m) is injective modulo ps. 

Proof. Parts (a) and cc> follow from ISI (see the last paragraph of p. 429). In degree 

2i - n, T( n - 1) has a basis of those [J] = [ jl, . . . , j,] with j, + . . . +jn = i. There 

are (~:;-‘,) many. 

By Theorem 5.1, a typical element of Z/p’ ~3 T(m), m > n, is of the form (24) 

except the v L is restricted to vL = vi+ 1 . . . vf,m-n; part (d) follows. Part (b) is 

obvious from the s = 1 version of Theorem 5.1. q 

Now recall the main theorem of [S]. We have a BP,-filtration (25) of 

BP, ( A” BZ/p). 

0cF,=TcF,c “. cF2”=BP*( ~“B/2/p). (25) 
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The associated graded module eiPj/Pi_, is isomorphic to: 

@ L’,l . . . L$ @;p, Bf’,(Bz/p), (26) 
i,+ ... +i,=n-k 

where the notation is as given in the Introduction. For a fixed s > 0, tensor the 

exact sequences 

O-Fi_,-,Fi+Fi/Fi_,+O 

with Z/p’ to get a simple spectral sequence 

(27) 

E’ = Tor:( Z/p”, Fi/Fi_,) * Z/p’ ~3 BP, ( A” BZ/p). (28) 

Here t = 0 or 1 and there is just one possible differential: d’: Tori + Tar,. Just as 

in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [8], we may assume collapse of such a spectral 

sequence converging to Z/p” @BP, ( A~-’ BZ/p). We can use the “Xi” technique 

used there to show that no Tor@/p”, Fi/Fi_ 1) receives a nonzero differential for 

i > 1. Since Tor@/pS, F,/F,) = Z/p” @ T injects into Z/p” @ BP+(BV+) passing 

through Z/p’ 63 BP,( A”BZ/~), it also receives no nonzero differential. The 

spectral sequence (28) collapses; thus the exact sequences (27) remain when 

tensored with Z/p’, any s > 0. The sequences (27) are of locally finite graded 

Z(,,-modules. By the following lemma, a standard fact about Abelian groups, we 

see that the inclusion of Fi_l into Fi in (27) is Z,,,-split. Thus the BP,-filtration 

(2.5) is Z(,)-split. 

Lemma 5.3. A short exact sequence of finitely generated ZCPj modules 

O-A- f B&C-O 

is additively split (i.e., split over Z,,,) if and only if Z/p’ @f is injective for every s. 

Proof. The following counterexample might illustrate the lemma: 

o-z/4- f Z/2@Z/S-Z/4-0. 

Here f(a + 42) = (a + 22, 2a + SZ) and g(b + 22, c + SZ) = 2b + c + 42. Both 

f and Z/2 8 f are injective, but Z/4 @f is not injective. 

The “only if’ statement of the lemma is obvious. By the fundamental theorem 

of finitely generated Zo,)- modules, the “if” statement reduces to the case where A 
is a cyclic module with generator a. The module B is a finite direct sum of cyclic 

modules Bi with generators bi. Let qi: B --) Bj be the projections of the direct sum. 

If a is a torsion class, suppose s is the largest exponent so that pSa is not zero. (If 

a is torsion free, let s be so large that multiplication by ps kills all of the torsion in 

B.) Since f is manic, there are one or more j such that pSqj(f(a)) is not zero. 

Suppose that for all such j, qj( f(a)> is divisable by p. Then f(p’a) is zero modulo 

P ‘+‘; this contradicts our hypothesis. So we have one j such that qj( f(a)> = 6, (up 

to a unit of zo,,) and a and bj have the same order. Define a left inverse for f, h : 
B + A, on the generators as follows: h(b,) = a and h(b,) = 0 for i not equal to j. 

0 
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Corollary 5.4. The BP, -module BP, ( A~ BZ/p) and the BP, -module given in (26) 

are additively isomorphic. 

Stably, the Cartesian product of two pointed spaces XX Y is homotopic to 

XV (X A Y) V Y. Recall in the notation of the Introduction, L, = BP, = (L,)‘O, 
any i, > 0. Corollary 5.4 and the standard Pascal’s triangle counting prove the 

following. 

Corollary 5.5. Let V = (Z/p)” be the rank-n elementary p-group with classifying 
space BV. There is an additive isomorphism 

BP, (BV+) = @ 
0 
; L~L’,I . . . L> c&, BP, (BZ/p). 

i,,+i,+ .‘. +i,=n 

OGi, 

(29) 

Note that for m > n, the analog of Theorem 5.1 would hold for Z/p’ 8 
BP(m) ,(BV+). In particular, when m = n + 1, Z/p’ @ BP(n + 1) *( A”BZ/~) 
and Z/p’ 8 BP(n + 1) ,(BV+) have filtrations whose associated graded modules 

are sums of suspensions of tensor products of the form 

Z/PS @ ( @)Bkp, BP, ( B~/P) @B)Bp, Bf’(n + 1) *) (30) 

for 1 G k < n. By Corollary 5.2, v,+ i- multiplication on (30) is injective. By induc- 

tion over filtrations, we see that v,+,-multiplication on 

Z/p’ 8 BP( n + 1) * ( A” BZ,,,) 

and on Z/p” @ BP( n + 1) * (BV*) is injective. 

Proposition 5.6. Let V = (L/p)“. The v,+ ,-multiplication on 

BP(n + 1) * ( A~BZ/~) 

and on BP(n + 1) *(BV+) is injective module pS for all s. 

6. Additive structures 

Let V = (Z/p)“, the rank-n elementary p-group. We have seen that the building 

blocks for the additive structure of BP, (BV+) or of BP, ( A”BZ/~) are the 

iterated tensor products @jp, BP,(BZ/p), k G n. In this section, we compute the 

Abelian group structures of these basic tensor products. As a corollary to our 

techniques, we show BP,(X) is additively isomorphic to BP(n) .+(X) 8 

qp)[vn+17 un+2,. . . ] for the important examples X= BVf, r\“BZ/p, and D(n). 
Let A be a connective locally finitely generated BP, -module. For m > 0, define 

A(m) to be A @B)Bp, BP(m) * =A ~3~~~ Z(r)[v,,. . . , urn]. From [6], we know that if 

X is a connective spectrum with BP,(X) having BP, -projective dimension 

<m + 1, then BP(m) ,(X> = (BP,(X))(m). There are four recurring hypothe- 
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ses involving the A(m). We shall see that all four conditions are satisfied by the 

BP, -modules T = $r, BP, (BZ/p) and BP, (D(n)>. 

6.1. A( n - 1) is a Z/p-vector space as a BP, -module: ui acts trivially on 

A(n - l), all i > 0. 

6.2. Modulo p, v, acts trivially on A(n). 

6.3. Multiplication by v, is injective on A(n). 

6.4. For m > n and s > 0, v,-multiplication is injective on A(m) modulo ps. 

Lemma 6.5. Suppose A is a connective, locally finitely generated BP, -module 
satisfying 6.4, then A is additively isomorphic to A(n) 8 ZCp)[v,+l, v,,,~, . . .]. 

Proof. For m > n, we have the short exact sequences 

O-A(m) LA(m) -----+A(m - 1) -0 (31) 

which remain exact when tensored with Z/p”, s > 0. By Lemma 5.3, sequence (31) 

is %I -split. Thus we have the additive isomorphisms 

A(m) =A(m - 1) cs ZCpJv,], m >n. 

By iteration, A = A( n) @ Z,,,[ v, + 1, v, + *, . . . ] additively. q 

Lemma 6.6. Suppose A is a connective, locally finitely generated BP,-module 
satisfying 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. Let ej be the Z/p-dimension of A(n - 1) in degree j. 
Then in degree j, A(n) has ei many summands. The Abelian group structure in this 
degree is given by 

(Z/p)dJJ @ (H/p2)d’.2 @ (h/p3)d’.3 @ . . . 

where 

(32) 

dj,,+dj,z+ ... =ej, dj,k=dj_2(p”_-l),k_-l, k>l. 

Proof. By 6.1, vi-multiplication is trivial on A(n - 1) =A @BP, .ZCp)[vl,. . . , v,_~I. 

Thus A(n - 1) = Z/P gBP, A aBP, Z(,,[u,, . . . , u,_~, unl = Z/P mBP, A(n). BY 

6.3, we have a short exact sequence of graded Abelian groups 

0 -A(n) AA(n) -Z/P%,,,* A(n) -0 (33) 

where v,-multiplication raises the degree by 2~” - 2. By 6.2, all extensions in (33) 

are nontrivial, of the form 

0 + n/pd-’ + Z/pd + n/p + 0. 0 
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Lemma 6.7. Suppose X is a connective locally finite spectrum such that: 
(i) the BP, -projective dimension of BP, (X) is n; 

(ii) the u,+~- multiplication in BP( n + 1) *(X) is injective modulo pS, s > 0; then 

BP,(X) satisfies 6.3 and 6.4. 

Proof. By (i) and [6], (BP,(X))(m) = BP(m) ,(X) for m > n - 1. For the same 

reasons, v,-multiplication is injective on BP(m) *(X>, m > n. Let Y be a Z/p’- 
Moore spectrum so that 

TorBP;(BP,(Y), A) =Tor$(Z/p”, A). 

The Kiinneth sequence for BP( n + 1) *(Y A X) has the form 

O~Z/pS~BP(n+l),(X)~BP(n+l),(Yr\X) 

+ Torf(Z/p2, BP(n + 1) *(X)) + 0. (34) 

The Tor term is a sub-BP, -module of BP( n + 1) .+(X> which has injective 

V n+ r-multiplication. So hypotheses (ii> and the five lemma tell us that u,+,-multi- 

plication is injective on BP(n + 1) .+(Y A X). By [6], v,-multiplication on 

BP(m) *(Y A X) is then injective for all m > n. By the m-analog of (34), v,-multi- 

plication on Z/p’ CCJ BP( m) ,(X) is injective for all m > n. This confirms 6.4. 0 

Theorem 6.8. Let T = $r, BP,(BL/p), the n-fold BP, -tensor product of 
BP,(BZ/p). Let T~,j be the j-degree group &,,-module) of T(n) = T @BP, 

BP(n) *; so T,,, * = T(n). Then we have the following additive isomorphisms: 

(a> T= T,,, @J&)[u,+~, ~,+~,...l; 
(b) T,,j G (Z/P)~JJ @ (Z/P’)~JJ @ * . . where 

(i> dj,t = 0 if j + n f 0 modulo 2, 

(ii) dj,=dj-~(p”-~)t-l, t> 1, 
(iii) dj,+dj,+ ... =<;I’~), j=2i-n. 

Proof. By Corollary 5.2, T satisfies 6.1-6.4. The theorem follows from Lemma 6.6 

using the dimension count of Z/p 8 Tn,j given in Corollary 5.2. 0 

Theorem 6.9. For the spectrum D(n), there are additive isomorphisms: 

(a> BP,(D(n)) = BP(n) ,(D(n>> @ ZCp)[v,+l, v,,+*, . . .I; 

(b) BP(n)j(D(n)> z (Z/P>~JJ @ (Z/P~)~JJ @ . . . where 

(i) dj,t = d. ]~2(p”-l),t-l7 t> 1, 

(ii) dj 1 + dj 2 + . . * 
&-1) ‘-1 

= ej where xjjejXI = (1 - ~~(p~‘))-~ . . . (1 - 

> . 

Proof. By Corollaries 4.4 and 4.10, the hypotheses of Lemma 6.7 are satisfied. The 

theorem then follows from Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7 using the counting of Proposition 

4.3. q 
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Theorem 6.10. Let V = (Z/p)“, the rank-n elementary p-group. There are additive 

isomorphisms : 

(a> BP,(BV+)=BP(n),(BV+)@Zc,,[v,+,, v,+~,...I; 
(b) BP,(A”BZ/p)~BP(n).(r\“BZ/p)~~~,,[v,+,, v,+~,...]. 

Proof. Let X = BV+ or r\“BZ/p. In [S], the BP, -projective dimension of BP,(X) 

is found to be n. The other hypothesis of Lemma 6.7 is confirmed by Proposition 

5.6. The theorem then follows by Lemma 6.5. q 

We end with an example due to Davis [4]. In even dimensions, BP,(n2BZ/2) 

is c$~, BP,(BZ/2) which is additively isomorphic to T2, .+ ~3 Zc2Jv3, v4,. . .I. Here 

T2,2j_2 = (Z/213 @ . . . @ @‘/2”>3 + (Z/2U+1)t where j = 2 + 3u + t, 0 G t < 3. Just 

apply Theorem 6.8. 
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